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 I bought this book hoping to read what I didn't know... I can’t commence to state how deeply touched I
am because of both life altering encounters! I am happily closing in on my 78th birthday and also have never
been more eager to observe what tomorrow will bring. Every chapter, almost every page, of the book gave
me precious insights on why lifestyle is so much more fun and so much more rewarding now. Oh, did I
mention I look great as well, maybe much better than ever before. Not that this has so much related to
the book, just idea I'd point out it! The points Wendy makes are thoughts that ought to be part of our
awareness throughout our lives. I prefer a more ... A bit of a cheerleader. I choose a more balanced view
of maturing that considers the problems as well as the positive potential. Not really a terrible book but not
interesting enough to spend more time on. I actually am honored to have both browse the publication and
met the writer and I can bear witness to the actual fact that she really does, “walk the talk!”Anyone,
adolescent, middle-aged, or old who have reads this astounding book can emerge changed and better
because of this. Definitely exceeded expectations. Excellent I purchased this book after listening to Wendy
(the author) speak. It is exactly what I expected and enjoyable. A tiny cheerleader. Very good book about
the best areas of aging. I am at the tail end of the boom. Not 5 stars because I already knew that which
was in the book I am among those baby boomers, age 55.We am happily closing in in my 78th birthday and
also have never . One Star Did not order A gem This book provides new perspective on living more than on

aging - I liked the mix of stories and wisdom. It is still a good book because more folks need to know that
getting old is not just about joint discomfort, hot flashes, lower sex drive and etc. I feel so much happier
general since I switched about 50 even though I have some medical issues. The "small stuff" just doesn't
bother me enjoy it did when I was more youthful.One more thing: I used to get worried when I was
young, "how am i going to be able to deal with that." In response to observing a mature person undergoing
a difficult time, just like the death of a parent or debilitating illness of their partner or.... I didn't finish it
At the 18%Mark I am phoning it quits.However, a very important factor I have learned from aging is that
even though the balls get bigger (difficulties) muscle tissue for hitting them also gets stronger. Five Stars
good merchant Life Gets Better;. This book is a "must read", for anybody over fifty. Great insights into
the process, divided into organized chapters that explain each charateristic, Resilience,composure, Hearts
desire, what counts most! Just turned 50 this past year and started noticing how my life's perspective
started changing. Nevertheless the author stated what I understand from life's experiences.. Great book
Love this book. AN EXCELLENT, eye-opening experience! Just turned 50 this past year and started
noticing how my .. The unpredicted pleasures of getting older. A book to talk about with friends who'll be
facing that time of life that comes to us all. This book totally resonates with that new perspective and
made experience excited about the a long time. Everything appears to be anecdotal. Checked it out from
regional library twice and finally made a decision to buy it.
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